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The Challenge

The Solution

The Bond business is challenging! It requires
transparency to several agencies, accurate reporting and
accounting of monies reported and collected. Lexington
must track all bail and immigration bonds that are written
through their internal staff, as well as the hundreds of bail
producers that use their services. Each bail bond must
adhere to strict guidelines for paperwork, defendant
handling, and reporting. Lexington must provide highly
accurate and detailed reporting to both state and federal
agencies in a timely manner.

Summit’s App Development Team heard the
requirements and got to work, writing Lexington’s
current software, a web-based Bail Management
application. This software manages and tracks every
step of multiple processes. Bail Producers can access
and use the system to write bonds, track defendants,
and produce interim level reporting. Each level of
activity is performed directly in a singular application,
so there is no latency or delay in reporting and
tracking bonds. This custom application took all steps
of a complicated and time consuming process and
combined it all into one application that does it all, and
can be accessed on the web by all.

The challenge was that for years, each bail producer
used whatever they had available to write and track
their bonds. Stacks of paper were then snail-mailed to
Lexington who had to comb through the paper in order
to produce reports. Eventually, a system was deployed
with each bail producer that fed into in-house software,
but that still was time consuming to sort through, and had
a high potential for errors. We needed to find a way to
make this process cohesive with a focus on the accuracy
of reporting.

The Results
TThe software handles thousands of transactions each
day and produces the necessary reporting and quality
checkpoints that Lexington depends on to run their
business.
“Service is what they promised…and at Summit, they
deliver on that promise every day. I’d recommend them
to anyone looking for stability and success in advancing
their business’s technology tools.”
- Lexington National Insurance Corp
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Summit Business Technologies App Development
Team helps businesses simplify business challenges
with technology. Summit partners with organizations
throughout MD, DC, and VA as specialists in the areas of
Application Development, Cybersecurity, Compliance,
and Managed IT Services.
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